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1. The biggest pitfalls in data integration 
Data migration and data integration bring powerful benefits: business analytics, business intelligence, 
data consolidation and effective enterprise search function, only when data sources are integrated. 
 
However, practice shows that integrating existing data sources is often a larger challenge than 
expected, with data integration projects frequently exceeding planned timelines and costs - or failing 
altogether. 
 
This white paper outlines the most common difficulties encountered during data integration, as well 
as a methodology and innovative solution to build a comprehensive data integration plan, combining 
automated technology - where possible  - with holistic business analysis and helping you to achieve a 
within the budget, timely and efficient data integration. 
 
 

1.1 Source data integration pitfalls 
Source data integration issues refer to issues arising from data management and from data itself. 
Common pitfalls include: 
 
 Access to legacy databases - not all systems are network-capable nor do all systems have 

exposed APIs. 
 Cross-object dependencies in which one data record refers to another data record. 
 Differing vocabularies - What one person may call a "Product", another may call a "Security", 

and another yet may call it an "Issue" or even "Issuer". Yet all of these objects should map to the 
same business object. 

 Lack of data profiling and analysis - i.e. not realizing 10% of the 'integers' are actually 
'characters'. or mandatories with nulls, or spaces, etc. 

 Fixing data problems - legacy systems often contain low quality data, as not all data was 
correctly recorded, or was recorded in an inappropriate manner. A successful migration needs a 
practical plan for what to fix and what not to - e.g. solving referential integrity problems, 
entering mandatory data, etc. 

 Lack of specifications for transformations, especially when considering data profiling 
discoveries (e.g. 0/1, M/F, Male/Female all need mapping) 

 Merging duplicate data - when more than one data source is being migrated into a new single 
database, it's amazing how often there isn't a plan on identifying and resolving duplicates. 

 Creation of identifiers - especially when the target is a vendor package, the decision on how to 
allocate identifiers and whether/how to keep the old ones. 
 
 

1.2 Process integration pitfalls 
Often, processes may involve steps such as pulling up a spreadsheet or external data feed and "doing 
the macro thing“. Once data is migrated into a new system and a new process is implemented, these 
macros may be outdated or the macro procedure may not be supported by the new system. 
Potential issues include: 
 Failure to engage business users at the outset - bringing business users from all affected lines of 

business on board early in the planning phase helps to identify which business processes may be 
affected, in particular processes involving dependent data. Identified processes need to be 
redesigned or modified to match. 

 Inappropriate use of expertise - entrusting inexperienced employees with data integration may 
result in severe setbacks later on in the migration and integration execution. 

 Lack of integrated processes - integrated data only provides benefits when existing processes 
are modified to work with the integrated dataset. 
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 Lack of collaboration - users from differing business lines may have various reasons for resisting 
collaboration. Obtaining their support is critical in establishing, validating, and maintaining 
process change. 

 Failure to validate revised processes with business users - In particular process revisions 
involving or consolidating multiple interdependent processes, modifications need to be 
validated with business users to ensure that the process continues to meet business goals 
efficiently. Redundant or incomplete processes may result in additional redundant work after 
the integration transition phase. 

 

1.3 Data governance pitfalls 
Data governance remains one of the most neglected aspects of data integration. Integrated data and 
integrated processes often involve a change in organizational structure, data ownership and data 
management policies. 
 
Common issues include: 
 Absence of data governance policies and organizational structure. 
 Neglecting to validate and redefine business rules. 
 Lack of integrated processes. 
 

2. Data migration planning considerations 
An effective data migration plan ensures that appropriate estimations, parties and interests and 
circumstantial considerations are accounted for during planning, that appropriate migration tools are 
thoroughly tested and that the rollout plans reflect business continuity needs with a planned 
transition. 

 
Summary of common data migration pitfalls 
 Planning Validation Rollout 

Source Data 
Integration 

 poor data quality 

 poor knowledge of source data 

 cross-department vocabulary 
differences 

 lack of data profiling 

 lack of transformation 
specifications establishing 
unique identifiers 

 underestimating data analysis 
efforts 

 poor design of the new system 

 budget overruns due to 
inadequate or invalid scoping 
(eg data analysis) 

 failure to test the data 
migration process 

 failure to validate 
implementation 

 late evaluation of final 
results 

 inability to validate 
data transformation 
specifications and 
complexity 

 failure to validate 
implementation 

 attempting to go live 
with one big upload at 
the end 

 inconsistencies due to 
lack of hot switch-over 

 plan for volatile data 

 fixing data problems 

 merging duplicate data 

Process 
Integration 
 

 failure to engage lines of 
business and business users at 
the outset 

 employees entrusted with data 
migration 

 lack industry best practices 

 experience team relies too 
much on toolset 

 lack of collaboration 

 lack of integrated processes 

 inappropriate use of expertise 

 failure to validate 
revised processes 
with business users 
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Data Governance  
 

 absence of data governance 
policies and organizational 
structure 

 failure to redefine business 
rules 

 completeness of legal 
constraince 

 failure to validate 
business rules 

 

Planning Validation Rollout 

 

An effective data migration plan ensures that appropriate estimations, parties, interests and 
circumstantial considerations are accounted for during planning, that appropriate migration tools are 
thoroughly tested and that the rollout plans reflect business continuity needs with a planned 
transition phase. This applies to source data integration, business process integration as well as data 
governance adjustments. 
 

 Planning Validation Rollout 

Source Data Integration  secure employees 
with data migration 
expertise and 
department-specific 
expertise 

 conduct data 
profiling and 
analysis 

 create data 
transformation 
specifications 

 -  
 

 test data migration 

 process continually 

 validate 
transformation 
specifications and 
implementations 

 -  
 

 evaluate results 
early 

 plan for hot-switch if 
necessary 

 plan for system 
downtime if 
necessary 

 plan for dealing with 
data inconsistencies 

 fallback plan and 
user information 
plan 

Process Integration 
 

 engage business 
users early 

 assign experienced 
business analysts 
and consultants 

 integrate multiple 
business processes 
as necessary 

 validate business 
processes with 
business users 

 validate business 
processes with data 
protection 
department 

 Check and evaluate 
local restrictions 

 Check data 
protection 
regulatories 

Data Governance  
 

 establish 
governance and 
organizational 
ownership of 
integrated data 

 reassess business 
rules 

 revalidate business 
policies 

 Manage and monitor 
legal changes 
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3. A low-cost data migration approach by low risk 
A good data migration approach involves a seamless transition between existing data sources, 
associated business processes and related data governance policies. Technology can play a large role 
in reducing the efforts required for a successful data migration. This selection could, for example, 
affect the amount of effort required for adequate data profiling, data analysis and data 
transformation. 
Depending on your data, this may be a rather sizable effort. 
Rollout 

3.1 Technological basis 
The iQser GIN Server offers a next-generation technical platform which eliminates many of the data 
source planning considerations listed above, as well as offering an extensible process integration 
framework allowing you to successively integrate business processes. Acting as an enterprise 
information bus, it provides a convenient, rapid data migration solution that grows together with 
your enterprise, thanks to a combination of high scalability and minimal maintenance effort: an 
innovative combination of functional capabilities, minimal operation, maintenance efforts and high 
scalability - optimized for large, growing data quantities without impacting server performance or 
user benefits. 
 
This combination simplifies source data integration efforts considerably by automating data profiling, 
data transformation, and data analysis requirements, as well as guaranteeing a seamless, consistent 
rollout. 
 
Flexible APIs allow easy process integration and data governance policy modifications at any time, 
even after rollout - allowing you the flexibility to pace your data migration plan execution to match 
changes in available time and budget. 
 

3.1.1 Horizontal and vertical scalability 
iQser offers the first commercial semantic solution with a fully scalable analysis engine. This 
includes both horizontal and vertical scalability, preparing you for future growth. 
 
Horizontal scalability means: When your data grows faster than expected, simply add additional 
server nodes and you benefit immediately from additional analytical power. 
 
Vertical scalability means: When either analysis speed or data availability suffers, simply upgrade 
your hardware to achieve immediate, higher performance. 
 

3.1.2 Open content analysis framework 
GIN Server’s open content analysis framework offers many advantages: it can easily be extended to 
additional data sources, be used independently from domains, and create a uniform access layer for 
analyzed content. This allows applications and users access to harmonized enterprise data and 
analysis results. 
 

3.1.3 Domain-independent semantic analysis without manual data modeling 
GIN Server conducts a fully automatic semantic analysis of all integrated data. 
 
Automatic analysis means: you do not require any training, rule definitions, ontology modeling or 
any other manual effort to formalize knowledge. Simply connect your data sources and the analysis 
begins automatically. The results are weighted, founded relationships between content. 
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The analysis creates a unique graph on two levels: data objects and terms. This semantic analysis 
runs independently of language and domain. The resulting UIM - Uniform Information Model allows 
central access to harmonized, classified and networked information. 
 

3.1.4 Fast, incremental content analysis 
GIN Server employs an incremental semantic analysis. That means that only new and changed source 
data is analyzed to generate the semantic network, without having to recalculate the entire graph.  
 
This allows continual analysis of large data quantities. Further, the incremental analysis minimizes 
resource usage. The combination of horizontal scalability and minimal resource usage allows the 
analysis to run at a high frequency, delivering analysis results close to real-time and thus improving 
the user experience. As the analysis does not require manual intervention, the results are 
immediately available across the entire enterprise network. 
 
 

3.2 An effective approach to avoid source data pitfalls 
GIN Server offers a highly extensible platform for incremental data integration and semantic data 
analysis. iQser is currently actively developing two new extensions that offer you a competitive 
technological advantage: 
 

3.2.1 Combining full-text analysis and pre-existing knowledge analysis 
Knowledge analysis combines the vocabularies, thesauruses and taxonomies created through 
formalized knowledge results from data analysis, in order to create a domain-specific classification or 
vocabulary annotation. 
 
For example: 
 A document is classified as related to Topic AB, which is a classified in the corporate taxonomy 

as a subtopic of Topic A. 
 A document contains numerous abbreviations in its text. Based on a compiled abbreviation list, 

these abbreviations are automatically associated with the corresponding complete term, and 
complete terms are automatically associated with their corresponding abbreviations. 

 A document is automatically enriched with alternate terms from a thesaurus, which contains 
translations of important key terms. 
 

GIN Server’s knowledge analysis operates on a generic basis – without customization – for common 
formalized knowledge schemas using the SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System) standard.  
 
There are a variety of tools available to create formalized knowledge schemas using this standard, 
including the open-source application Protegé, the web-based client Poolparty, or even Microsoft 
Excel. 
 

3.2.2 Automated processing with pre-defined rules 
Rules comprise knowledge, although with a different structure than vocabularies, thesauri or 
taxonomies. Often, they reflect an if-then structure. Rules may be quickly defined by directly 
leverage GIN Server’s data model (Uniform Information Model) to create rule definitions. 
 
Resulting actions may be built on GIN functionality as well, such as enriching a content object with 
metadata, or formalizing an additional relationship. 
 
This functionality can be easily extended to user notification processes and systems. 
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For example: 
 A project contains a mechanical stress test. As a result of this stress test, a measurement report 

containing all the technical data and an installation test report are generated and archived. As 
soon as both documents are archived, the status of the stress test is changed from "open" to 
"completed". 

 If a document contains an invoice number, a customer and at least one product, it is classified as 
an invoice, which is added to the document’s metadata. Related content may also contribute to 
the necessary indicators. 

 
Executing rules during analysis brings several advantages: the conditions can be linked on other 
knowledge formalized in GIN Server’s data model, and knowledge contained in the new documents is 
formalized and relationships to existing documents in the data model are recognized. In the first 
example, the project’s completion status depends on an update in an additional related document, 
without having to regularly scan for updates pertaining to the presence of that additional document. 
 
This allows a high-quality automatic completion check that is otherwise difficult to achieve through 
comparable scripts. 
 

3.2.3 Insightful conclusions from networked data 
The unique reasoned and weighted relationships between content objects and terms allows GIN 
Server to derive insightful conclusions from your data: 
 Who has experience in a leadership role on projects and tasks in Topic X? 
 What are Person Y’s areas of specialization and experience, based on their produced 

documents, projects, and other internal communications? 
 Which of the colleagues with whom I have directly worked in the past with are currently project 

managers? 
 Who works together with whom, based on collaborative efforts, common appointments and 

other internal communications? 
 What new content has my team produced recently on Project Z? 
 Which reports were finalized in the last week about my project or product that contain a project 

error or product malfunction? 
 What are the duplicate records in my available records, or in a particular excerpt from the 

master data records? 
 

3.3 Example data migration plan 
GIN Server offers you maximal flexibility in your data migration planning by addressing all common 
source data integration pitfalls for you, allowing you to save costs and focus on your business 
processes and data governance aspects of the data integration instead. It achieves this through a 
combination of: 
 
 Volatile Transition Management: With GIN Server, you can continue to use your existing tools, 

infrastructure and existing processes - and still benefit from the integrated GIN Server view of 
the consolidated data. Changes on existing infrastructure are automatically reflected in GIN 
Server on a timely basis. 

 Automated Data Analysis: GIN Server analyses your data automatically, building up a semantic 
description of your company’s vocabulary based on actual data. It handles incomplete data, 
inconsistent data, data typing, and data transformation for you, helping you quickly arrive at 
usable results without advance analysis and data cleanup efforts. 

 Simple Rollback Plan: Should the migration be deemed unsuccessful, business carries on as 
usual with existing processes. 
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The integration timeline is heavily dependent on the quantity of information to integrate, the 
number of data sources to integrate, custom analytics requirements, the number of affected 
processes, and the number of involved lines of business. 
Experience suggests that the following timeline can serve as a basis for data migration: 
 

 
 
Data migration planned results with GIN Serverdeal result Backup plan 

 

 Key steps Ideal result Backup plan 

Source Data Integration 1. Add content 
connector 

2. Validate with sample 
live data 

3. Rollout across all data 
4. Successively eliminate 

or merge unnecessary 
data sources 

Seamless transition to 
consolidated data 
framework across 
existing data sources in 
live data environment. 
The uniform 
information model 
reduces complexity 
and identifies potential 
merge issues across 
the enterprise dataset. 

Continue using old 
data sources. 

Process Integration 
 

1. New process definition 
2. Technical 

implementation in 
affected clients 

3. Validate with sample 
department 

4. Rollout across all 
departments 

5. Successively eliminate 
or simplify superfluous 
processes 

Seamless transition 
from old process to 
new process in live 
data environment. 

Continue using old 
process. 

Data Governance  
 

1. Define ownerships and 
roles for new tools and 
systems 

2. Validate governance 
strategy with sample 
(and new) 
departments 

3. Rollout across all 
departments 

4. Eliminate or simplify 
excessive governance 
policies 

Seamless transition 
from old governance 
strategy to new 
governance strategy 
retaining  existing 
governance structures. 

Continue using old 
governance strategy 
with additional 
strategy for new 
infrastructure. 

 


